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FLUORESCENT LIGHTING

By ROSELLA HORINE, ENGR. I

NOT unlike the evolution of the modern auto-
mobile from the buggy and the horseless car-

riage, fluorescent lights are replacing incandes-
cent lamps; man progressed to the place where
he substituted an electric light bulb in the place
of a group of candles; over a period of years, im-
provements were made until an entirely new type
of lighting evolved—the fluorescent lamp.

The fluorescent lamp consists essentially of a
long cylindrical glass tube containing a tiny
drop of mercury and a small amount of argon
gas. Two small tungsten filaments, one at each
end of the tube, start the ionization of the mer-
cury vapor, at the introduction of the electric
current, the argon generates sufficient heat to
vaporize the mercury, which immediately begins
carrying the current. Electrons, passing through
the mercury vapor, cause it to become lumines-
cent. This light, mixed with the light emitted
by fluorescent chemicals which coat the inner
surface of the glass tube illuminated by certain
invisible ultraviolet rays given off by the mercury,
is fluorescent light. Different chemical coats in
the tube produce different colors of light.

This new lighting is rapidly gaining popularity;
from 1938 to 1942 the sale of bulbs rose from
two million to thirty million units. It has so
many advantages over the incandescent lamp that
after the war when production is resumed for
civilian use the decoration of the American home
will undergo a radical change in lighting. The
fluorescent bylb life is about 2500 hours, com-
pared to 1000 hours for the average incandescent
lamp. Because it operates at a temperature of 100°
to 120° Fahrenheit rather than the usual" 260° to
400° Fahrenheit of incandescent bulbs, it helps
in both conserving electrical energy and affords
less competition for air conditioning systems. Its
long cylindrical tube contains ten times the sur-
face area of a comparable Edison bulb, enabling it
to expel more light per unit area and to dis-
tribute it more evenly over this area. Thus, this
diffused lighting will improve reading and work-
ing conditions. Correctly installed lights speed
up defense production, eliminating glare and
maintaining a firm distribution of light while
helping the worker speed up his production work
in a maximum amount of safety.

It looks as if fluorescent lights are here, and
here to stay; but Mr. Average American will have
to wait until after the war to test it for himself.
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A fluorescent lamp consists of a glass tube, with a is connected to a supply of a»-c electricity in such a
tiny drop of mercury and a small amount of argon h { s i m p l i f i e d form, the circuit looks like
gas in it. At each end there s a filament, so designed ' l

that it emits electrons freely when heated. The lamp the sketch above.

Hand Switch

Electrons Electrons

A-C Supply

If the switch is closed momentarily, electricity flows flow of electricity heats up the filaments and causes
through the filaments of both ends of the tube. This them to emit electrons as shown in the above sketch.

Hand Switch

A-c Supply

The alternating current changes its direction of flow the a-c cycle, one of the filaments has a positive
many times a second. Thus, at any given moment in polarity while the other filament is negative.

Hand Switch

A-c Supply

The argon gas in the tube conducts electricity at
relatively low voltages; hence, if the switch is now
open, the electrons emitted by a negative filament are
attracted across this argon path to the other, or posi-
tive, filament, setting up an electric current through

the tube. This current, in passing through the argon
gas, generates sufficient heat to vaporize the tiny drop
of mercury; the mercury vapor also conducts elec-

ttricity from one end of the tube to the other.

ELECTRONS

The bombardment of the filaments by electrons com-
ing from the other end of the tube heats up the fila-
ments sufficiently to cause them to emit electrons with-
out the need of the original starting current. This
heating of the filaments causes them to emit more

electrons, which cause more heating, and so on, the
current flowing back and forth through the tube as the
alternating current changes its direction. Here, of
course, they are shown flowing one way only.
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r
Radiant Energy Given Off by Mercury Vapor

A

Visible Light Ultraviolet Rays

When the mercury is vaporized, the electrons pass-
ing through the vapor cause it to become luminescent.
A considerable portion of the radiant energy thus
given off is concentrated in very small bands of light

of a definite wavelength. Some of this light is visible,
but most of it is invisible ultraviolet rays, as this
sketch illustrates.

Visible Light

Ultraviolet Roys

Visible Light

The inner surface of the glass tube is coated with
fluorescent chemicals which have the property of ab-
sorbing the invisible ultraviolet energy given off by
the mercury vapor and reradiating it as visible wave-

lengths. This is the bright light we see when the tube
is in normal operation. Various fluorescent chem-
icals can be chosen to give different colors.

Hand Switch

"*\ A-c Supply f
Ballast

Such a circuit, however, still would not operate sat-
isfactorily, because (1) the flow of current through
the gas decreases the resistance of the gas, permit-
ing more current to flow; (2) the increased flow of
current decreases the resistance still more, and so on;
(3) such a continued increase in current flow would
quickly be equivalent to a short circuit and destroy
the tube. So something must be done to prevent this.
By inserting a choke coil or "ballast" in series with

one side of the a-c supply, any decrease of resistance
in the tube itself is automatically compensated for
by a corresponding increase in the "resistance" of the
ballast (because the "resistance" of the ballast in-
creases as the current increases). Thus the ballast
serves as an automatic regulator to maintain the
amount of current flowing through the tube at a con-
stant, predetermined value.

-j Automatic Starter |-

Ballast
A-c Supply f

Wall Switch

Actually, instead of starting the operation of the
tube by means of a hand switch, an automatic starter
is used. After the filaments are heated up by the
bombardment of electrons, the automatic switch opens,
for the current it controlled is no longer needed—

and current wouldn't flow through the tube, further-
more, when it could take the easier path through
the starting switch. The sketch above shows a typical
fluorescent circuit in simplified form, with a wall
switch for turning the lamp or or off.
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How LAMSON Found 24 Additional
. . . without increasing the payroll!Workers

^ A large Detroit forge plant required
two men, besides the operator, on each of
12 hammers, to lift forgings from a pit
where they were dropped by the machines,
to floor level and into trailer trucks.

Lamson engineers devised the 21-foot

pusher flight conveyor illustrated. As an
immediate result of this Lamson installa-
tion, 24 men were released for more pro-
ductive work. The confusion, delays and
accident hazards of the old manual system
were eliminated.

Lamson engineers have prepared a booklet called "Co-ordinated
Control," explaining how conveyors and dispatch tubes can be made
to integrate and co-ordinate production flow. You are sure to find it
interesting. Send coupon for free copy.

L A M S O N Corporat ion

LAMSON
Conveyors & Tubes
Tools for Co-ordinated Control

May, 1944

LAMSON CORPORATION
Lamson St., Syracuse 1, N. Y.

• Please send me latest booklet on Lamson Conveyors.

Name — Class

College.

Address

Because of the paper shortage, this booklet can be

sent only to those who name their college and class.
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TO THE UTTERMOST ENDS OF THE EARTH

And so, the roads lead away to the uttermost ends of the earth . . . to the South Seas of

Captain Cook and Admiral Halsey . . . to the Orient of the Great

Khan and General Chiang Kai-shek . . . to the England of Welling-

ton and Churchill. Along every mile of those roads you will find

American boys reading American newspapers and magazines . . .

"including all the ads, three times"; and American books . . . "right

out of their covers."

It's a long road that has no turning, and turn these roads surely will . . . to bring our victorious

warriors home to the most wonderful land they will see in all their

travels. The doctrine of the divine right of kings is no longer

accepted; and the age of unbridled autocracy—the day of ir-

responsible and ruthless force—is rightfully condemned. The new

generation is coming up, inspired with a broader understanding

of the world and of human justice—which will lead the people along

the roads of intelligence and four-fold freedom for all.

In town and country you see these happy leaders of the new world—pedalling their bikes along

the roads with laughter and eager chatter—exploring the endless

wonders of the woods and the fields—winning hard-fought but fair

and friendly contests on the sandlots. Brimming with healthy curiosity,

they demand to know, these boys and girls: "What? Why? When?

Where? Who? What does Kettering say? Compton? What is the

air-distance?" Engineers, here's a coming new market that demands

your best!

STONEMAN PRESS * * * COLUMBUS, OHIO
PRINTERS OF THE OH IO STATE ENGINEER

T H I R T Y - T W O S O U T H F O U R T H S T R E E T
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PIPING is an important part of almost every engineering
project. When you indicate a pipe line on a drawing, think

of it in terms of the pipe, the valves, the fittings, the unions, the
traps that it will ultimately be translated into. Think of the
metals of which it will be made—brass, iron or steel. Consider
how it should be assembled—bolted, screwed or welded.

The parts that make up any piping system are many, but it
will interest you to know that everything for the complete
system is included in the Crane line.

By writing Crane on a piping specification, you are assured
that the single source will save valuable time, all down the
line. You are also certain that all parts will fit, providing
simpler assembly. Long, satisfactory operation results from
the high quality which, since 185 5, has always characterized
piping equipment carrying the name Crane.

CRANE CO., 836 S. Michigan Avenue, Chicago 5, Illinois

HERE'S ENGINEERING DATA
TO HELP YOU

Crane engineers have
prepared a number of
important books and trea-
tises on piping equipment
and piping systems. These
include the Crane Cata-
log, listing more than
48,000 different piping
items and containing
valuable engineering
data— Piping Pointers

Manual, packed with information on piping in-
stallation and maintenance—Flow of Fluids
and Combating Corrosion, two technical
papers of value to anyone laying out pipe lines.

On file for reference
in Engineering Library
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